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Steroidal Intelligence Gathering
Empowered Street-Level Cops +
‘Every officer should know what every other knows,’ has never been a truer, logical and
concise statement. There is not one thing in the world that is more important, and that is,
collected data from all sources. You cannot second guess what you do not know!
S.I.G., Steroidal Intelligence Gathering is only available globally with LENSS, (Law
Enforcement Network Sharing Solution.)
Every single facet and division of law enforcement daily is presented with information, but what
happens? Under, missed and failed reporting is so happening it is an embarrassment! Simple
points that a checkbox cannot inform are used and misused daily in millions of cases. This is
compromising officer safety and information to solve cases in a proactive and productive
manner. The cost savings are immense and will solve and slow down the budget cut insanity!
This increases the heartbeat of data/informational collect at street-level. Facts and missed facts
that are faced every single day. This missed globally by all departments, agencies and full
country policing. The answer, the proven answer is in operation for three and half years and
you might not be participating, missing the incredible opportunities for proactive success.
It does not have to be! The capability of making states and on a national level a basis for
change for both DMV and NCIC has already happened and been working for three and half years
successful. Not in a small test group but a complete state and expanding further.
Louisiana is using LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution) with tremendous
success and productivity. Adoption is mere semantics and available to be integrated with
existing CAD/RMS which then is accessible across the nation with real-time information that is
vital for all sworn officers.
Over 18,000 law enforcement agencies who operate independently using disjointed outdated
computer technology with programs that are connected to siloed databases that do not reflect
real-time crime data, which is more than dangerous to us all.
The makeup and interconnection of all law enforcement crosses all boundaries, jobs,
departments, agencies for a secure service nationally and filters down to even a small parish,
town or village.
LENSS connects in real-time over 1.5 million law enforcement officers, departments, and
agencies on all levels. It works globally too!
Including:
Federal Agencies
Police Departments
Park Police
Parking Enforcement
Court Officers
Code Enforcement

State Agencies
DNR
Uniformed Officers
Drug Task Force
Warrant Serving Officers
Military Police

Fusion Centers
Fish/Game Wardens
Detectives
DEA
Cold Case

County Sheriffs
Transportation/Railroad
School Resource Officers
HIDTA
Special Jurisdiction

The list goes on, but you understand we cover all, as all have a part to play in reporting and
noting incidents and not just checking boxes. Robotic checkboxes do nothing for us.
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It is empowering the police officer at all levels to play their important role and become what Sir
Robert Peel in 1829 determined what a police force should be. The Nine Peelian Principles
stand firm still today, but go one stage further with the tenth additional principle of shared
data/information that Peel had no idea was even possible. The original communications were a
rattle and a whistle to draw attention, and then the power of the voice. Yes, today harnessed
technology by those that have the foresight to deal in simple logic have taken the steps to
secure our global officers in completing their sworn duty in a most professional manner.
Dreams are one thing; reality is a whole different ball of wax. Immediately the naysayers will
make a statement of we have no money; we cannot afford it. Always the answer without
understanding that you cannot afford not to. Investment is way far less than you think.
You are not dealing unconnected software programmers, you working with a team of former law
enforcement who know the issues, worked the streets and have been as frustrated as you in not
being able to obtain information in a timely manner, if at all.
Loss of time is the killer in subjectivity of solving a case, and real-time information/data access
is more than vital. That is why a CJIS compliant Cloud-based solution is most important.
LENSS is already built and is an administration-controlled operation and is secured to only be
accessed by sworn or warranted officers. Even controlling which
individuals/departments/agencies receive the information flow on who can search.
The annual investment per sworn or warranted officer is less than the price of a cup of quality
brewed coffee per month. No, not Starbucks latte or specialist coffee! Just good coffee.
This you did not expect to hear, and now your investigative juices are working! How
can you not pick up the phone, send an email or even text us to know more? You know your
agency, department and importantly your officers deserve this level of competency and
professionalism which enhance your productivity and bottom-line budget.
Those that have met our team know our knowledge base and our ability as Street-Smart
Communicators knowing the business. There is the most important factor; we are not here to
dictate something that is already being discussed each and every day. You know you cannot
continue without making change. We know change is difficult, but not with LENSS!
Without being complex, which LENSS is not, it is an exacting solution. Let us explain it this
way, LENSS is at its base value is an Event DNA CJIS Cloud Database which shows the
characteristics of Unique Identifiers associated to vehicles (Tag), people (licenses/public
data), locations (addresses/GPS), events (call for service or traffic stops), and any reported and
documented activity.
LENSS is truly a hybrid AI without having to understand the working of Artificial Intelligence
and being confused on the application and the continuing proactive results.
You do not require a degree or be a ‘rocket scientist’ to understand the ramifications of the
intelligence and reporting through LENSS.
In simple terms, LENSS is the Fusion of Intelligence and is a Force Multiplier in enacting
cross border/agencies with a collective capability to improve officer safety, productive
information sharing which closes cases and is the communications tool in real time globally.
Prime example is the LENSS Currency Tracking Application. Photocopying ‘Buy Funds’ is
more work to nowhere, and we all know it. You photocopy the ‘Drug Buy Funds,’ and then place
them in an envelope, storing or silo in a filing cabinet, which is not accessible in real time.
Then if you think you have had a hit, you must extract the siloed copies and check each bill
against the list of photographs. How many hours have you wasted away from the case in
attempting to match the monies?
Cash is King in both the selling of drugs and money laundering that are a major global issue
and is solvable proactively through LENSS.
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Let us first address currency tracking and why the LENSS (Law Enforcement Networking Sharing
Solution) has a currency tracking application that with currency counting machines not only
automatically counts the currency, notates the denomination and records the serial numbers,
produces a printed list and places the collected data in a national/International cloud-based CJIS
compliant database with access by all who have administrative access via a laptop or
Smartphone in the field.
Yes, to all officers who when stopping a suspect who has suspicious funds on their person or is a
known drug dealer/currency mule can run their currency serial numbers in real-time for a
comparison. Even when booking in a suspect to a jail, their currency can be checked for a
match. This is a major ‘Force Multiplier’ which expands your proactive resources overnight!
Any street-level officer on the LENSS Currency Tracking
Application can scan funds from their computer or Smartphone, if it
is a match for the uploaded currency, the officer whose case it is,
who organized the ‘Drug Buy Funds’ and placed the monies on the
street, will be notified instantaneously via SMS Text and
Email, that is within thirty seconds. None of the case
information is seen by the officer on the street. The two or the
department can now communicate and work the case.
This currency module is extreme and exacting communications and is
certainly more than unique. Importantly it takes proactivity to a whole
new level, and you’re wondering why it has never been created before. It took simple logic and
street knowledge to create this major global solution. Then, extensively testing and proving all
aspects of currency and serial numbers which are the Unique Identifiers that are the basis of
the LENSS (Law Enforcement Networking Sharing Solution).
LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution) platform works as a standalone
RMS/CAD or can be integrated with your
internal systems.
We are talking LENSS (Law Enforcement
Network Sharing Solution) Platform, which
for the last five years has been making a
radical difference in the United States in
allowing ‘officers to know what other
officers know’ in real-time of occurrences
and with factual information that solves crime
and importantly, saves lives.
Using LENSS enables all officers to know so
much more than DMV/DMLV & National Crime
Data. Through LENSS, each stop or ‘call for service’ when the officer through his laptop or
Smartphone makes that inquiry, not only does the data return from those real-time databases, it
also returns every single stop or interaction with the vehicle, person, location or event and each
officer who has reported such information instantaneously.
LENSS goes even further; each officer that previously reported this information via notes is now
also informed that you have a connected incident or individual with you. They also have your
contact information and can react accordingly. This is a morale changer for all officers and is
altering the landscape of policing globally. Tell me that does not make a difference!
Make an appointment; we will visit in person, converse and demonstrate the solution.

LENSS is the Needed & Demanded Change…
WE ARE IN THE NOW & KEEP YOU; IN THE KNOW…
For more information call: USA: (318) 995-1821 - UK: 0207 1019247

Email: ashton@perceptiveintelligence.com
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